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An unprecedented wave of criminal activity has broken over the town, and its citizens are stunned.

Thefts, broken windows, graffitiâ€•who on earth is behind this outbreak of lawlessness? It's up to the

crew at Whit's End to find out. But as Jack, Jason, Eugene, and the others set out to uncover the

answer, they face a tremendous test of faith, friendship, and forgiveness. Will they get through this

dark time to see the light of dawn? Be sure to listen to each episode in order to find out! Volume 25

contains the following stories: A Little Credit, Please Small Fires, Little Pools Angels Unaware

Gathering Thunder Moving Targets Hard Losses The Return The Time Has Come Checkmate

Another Chance The Last Resort The Final Conflict
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Focus on the Family began in 1977 in response to Dr. James Dobson's increasing concern for the

American family. From a two-room suite in Arcadia, California, Dr. Dobson began with radio-a

25-minute weekly program heard only on a few dozen stations. Focus on the Family has since

become an international organization with more than 74 different ministries requiring nearly 1,300

employees. On the now-daily broadcast heard on over 6,000 facilities worldwide, Dr. Dobson still

explores family issues, usually with one or more recognized experts as guests.   Dr. Dobson's

method attempts to "turn hearts toward home" by reasonable, biblical, and empirical insights so



people will be able to discover the founder of homes and the creator of families: Jesus Christ.

Little brother enjoyed the stories. He has listened to several, so I asked him what he thought and he

said that it was good. Having listened to many AIO, I am sure he has a standard of which to

compare.There are a couple stories that come before the main one on the disc.

"Adventures in Odyssey" is a compelling and absolutely delightful audio drama. The stories

stimulate imagination while illustrating biblical principles. "Darkness Before Dawn" is the most

intense AIO drama to date.A rash of petty crimes, vandalism and other instances, are causing

unrest in the town of Odyssey. Jack Alan, proprietor of Whits' End, an ice cream shop and place of

discovery, is troubled nightly by disturbing dreams. Who could be behind this complex web of

evil?The vandalism crimes gradually escalate, and a mysterious band of warriors emerge:

individuals who are determined to fight the evil that has invaded their town.Some of the best

episodes on this album are as follows:1. "A Little Credit, Please". Although not related to the other

eleven consecutive episodes, this story talks of stewardship and the gifts that God has entrusted to

us.2. "Small Fires and Little Pools". Jack Alan dreams about evil invading Odyssey. He is

determined to rely upon God's strength to combat this sinister invasion.3. "Angel's Unawares".

Helpers are always available to thwart Satan's plans.4. "The Time Has Come". An unforgettable

episode in which EuGene Meltzner, intellectual genius and worker at Whits' End, grapples with

questions regarding his own life and the attack upon Odyssey. He must make a decision that will

change his life forever.5. "The Final Conflict". The ultimate show-down between the mastermind

behind the evil plot and Odyssey's citizens. This episode is climactic and will leave you

breathless!Please give this excellent album a chance. God bless.

Just as expected. Thank you

Adventures in Odyssey is so interesting, I could barely pull myself away from the radio!I suggest

Adventures in Odyssey to all kids, even parents will enjoy the ride!

Came in good timely condition. Very good, exciting episodes.

It was a good story. It was full of suspense and taught us some lessons.



I chose this rating because my experience was excellent. I have like everything about this product

since it came as described and came quickly. I would recommend this product to everyone.

This series has kept my kids glued to their seats! It has kept me curious as well. I was disappointed

as the case fell apart the first day we opened and used it. But such is life. Not worth sending back

for that.
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